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This annual feature in the Register indexes certain genealogical journals nineteen months after the close of the publication year. Not all articles in each journal are included. Some articles are not relevant to New England, some are too general, and others are insufficiently documented.

Listed below are fifteen journals indexed (with abbreviations). Next is an index to surnames, places, and some subjects occurring in the titles of articles (or commentary) in these journals in 2018. The index is to the bibliography by author that follows; “a&c” is used to indicate additions and corrections to articles since 2000 (only the original author is cited).

Photocopies of articles for personal research can be obtained (for a fee) from libraries or from NEHGS Research Services (AmericanAncestors.org/Services/photocopies).

AA American Ancestors
CA Connecticut Ancestry
CN The Connecticut Nutmegger
MASSOG MASSOG: A Genealogical Magazine for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
MD Mayflower Descendant
MG The Maine Genealogist
MJ Mayflower Journal
NGSQ National Genealogical Society Quarterly
NYGBR The New York Genealogical and Biographical Record
Register The New England Historical and Genealogical Register
RIR Rhode Island Roots
TAG The American Genealogist
TEG The Essex Genealogist
TG The Genealogist
VG Vermont Genealogy
Gookin: see Fitzpatrick
Gould: see Barber
Graham: see Roberts & Otto
Gray: see West
Great Migration Immigrants: see West
Green: see Fitzpatrick
Greenleaf: see Hatcher
Greens Farms, Conn.: see Dempsey
Guire: see Mindrum
Halverson: see Galvin
Ham: see Bursley
Harris: see Harris; Harris & Pranger
Hart: see Wadleigh
Hatch: see Curtis
Haughton: see Lanham
Hawkins: see West
Hepburne: see West
Hicks: see Brandon & Taylor
Higgins: see Bursley
Higginson: see Stott; West
Holbrook: see Lustenberger
Holcomb: see Odiorne
Holland, Vt.: see Holland
Hopkins: see Corrections; Fipphen
Hough: see Stott
Howland: see Greene
Hubbard: see Hubbard
Hubbarde: see Paulick & Cushman
Huit: see Stott
Hurst: see West
Jacob: see Webb
James: see Stott
Jewish: see Call; Feldberg; Sprechman
Johnson: see Mathew; Reed
Kately: see Hobbs
Keene: see Eaton
Kelley: see Hayden; Dwyer
Kemp: see Stocker
Kiely: see Galvin
Kittery, Maine: see Blair
Knowlton: see Kilbride
Knox: see Eaton
Lafayette and Maine: see Eaton
Lambert: see Dearborn & Arthaud
Langer: see Dintrone
Latham: see Swanson
Leavitt: see Belcher
Lee: see Belcher
Lewis: see Edwards; Helwig
Lincoln Co., Maine: see Lincoln
Lineage Societies: see Betlock
Lloyd: see Swanson
Lockwood: see Ammon
Loyalists, Danbury, Conn.: see Patch
Loyalists, Newtown, Conn.: see Patch
Maine to Australia: see Bursley
Maine to California: see Eaton
Martell: see Record
Mason: see Spencer
Matrilineal Descents: see Child & Dunn; Dunn
Mayflower Descendants: see Child
Mayflower: see Bartley; Child & Dunn; DiCamillo; Elliston; Fahy & Lindsay; Hall; Hoff; Howe; Kaldis; LeClair; Mobed; Roberts; Roberts & Otto
McClintock: see Bamberg
McKenney: see Bursley
Mellowes: see Stott
Miller: see Gilbertson
Millet: see Nasman
Millington: see Joslyn & Arthaud
Mitchell: see Howe
Mowry: see Tew
Mullins: see Dunn
Native American: see Betlock; Powers
Newton: see Leclerc
Nocks: see Eaton
Norman: see West
Normand: see Posz
Nowell: see West
Noyes: see Mahler & Murphy
Nye: see Bowers
Odell: see Mindrum
Of Plimouth Plantation: see Bremer
Olmsted: see Haslam
Orcutt: see Child
Osborn: see Wells
Osborne: see Souviney; West
Overton: see Stott
Parker: see Fitzpatrick; West
Payne: see Barber
Peck: see Merrick; Wolff
Peirce: see Hatcher
Pierce: see Dwyer
Pilgrims: see Feldberg; Jackson; Zijlman; Zijlmans, Netiv & Roumen
Plumb: see Stott
Pope: see Eaton
Porter: see Nowers
Poynter: see Owen
Prescott: see McBurney
Provinctown, Mass.: see Garceau & McGuiggan
Puritan Pedigrees: see Anderson
Quarles: see Stott
Randall: see Zubrinsky
Reidy: see Owen
Remington: see Fitzpatrick
Reynolds: see Wiener & Hart
Rider: see Robertz
Rockefeller: see Roberts & Otto
Rockingham Co., N.H., Marriages: see Roberts
Rogers: see Baker & Chesnik; Corrections; West
Rowley: see Belcher
Royal Descents: see Roberts
Salem, Mass.: see Stella
Salmon: see Watson
Samson: see Record
Sanderson: see Hatcher; Stocker
Sanzari: see Alfano
Saunders: see Saunders
Sawyer: see Gillis
Scott: see Bamberg
Seen Elsewhere: see Bartley; Hoff
Shakers: see Van Demark & Paterwic
Sharpey: see Mahler
Simmons: see Wilcox
Slaves: see Pickering
Smead: see West
Smith: see Kilbride; Mahler & Brandon; Mahler & Murphy; Stott; Zubrinsky
Soule: see Collins; Corrections
Spaulding: see Gay
Spinney: see Eaton
St. John: see Stott
Stanley: see Merrick
Searns: see Di Camillo
Stevens: see Mowrer
Stocker: see Winterhalter
Stone: see Sprechman
Storer: see Eaton
Stoughton, Mass.: see Lambert
Stratton: see Battle
Sutton: see Zubrinsky
Symonds: see Stott
Taylor: see Hyde
Thompson: see Harrison
Thrall: see Henderson
Tilley: see Ullmann; West
Tilson: see Stott
Token Books: see Wood
Topham: see Vislay
Trowbridge: see Nye
Uredge: see Cummings
Varney: see Varney
Vaughn: see Swanson
Vernshire Circuit, Vt.: see Murphy
Vinall: see Cummings
Vt. 1890 census: see Haslam
Vt. Families in 1791: see Belcher
Vt. prison records: see Dobrick
Wakefield: see Varney
Wampanoag: see Betlock; Powers
Warren, Joseph: see Betlock
Washburn: see Lillie & Shepard
Webster: see Merrick
Welby: see Stott
Weller: see Ullmann
Wellfleet, Mass.: see Langlois
Wells: see Wadleigh
Wentworth: see Booth, Reed & Taylor
White: see Kilbride
Whiting: see Stott
Whitrent: see Hyde
Whittingham: see Stott
Wilkenson: see Swanson
Willard: see Mahler
Wills: see Stott
Winslow: see Baker
Witchcraft: see Eaton
Wood: see Wood & Hart
Worth: see Owen
Wylley: see Fiske
Wyman: see Varney
York: see Hinman
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